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Decor.Acoustic
a project by Bartoli Design for Laurameroni

Decor.Acoustic is the result of the combination between visible and invisible architecture and a 
complete focus by Laurameroni on designing not just physical appearance but also acoustic 
experience; the objective being to offer interior decorations that sound as good as they look, 
that are fit for purpose, that contribute to the improvement of our quality of life, our health and 
wellbeing as well as our social behaviour and productivity.

Decor.Acoustic blends the unique design of the Decor collection by Laurameroni with 
Exhibo’s wealth of acoustic know-how.

In the Decor.Acoustic collection, Laurameroni’s exclusive decor products and surfaces for 
both private and public spaces are greatly enhanced by superlative acoustics as a result of 
the technical expertise of Exhibo, a major player since 1958 in the area of electro-acoustics 
as well as ambient acoustics and soundproofing.

Aesthetic and acoustic solutions are tailor-made based on the detailed requirements speci-
fied by the customer and the architectural space that they will grace. These are provided by 
a consulting service, Decor.Acoustic Projects, that guides all engineering and assembly 
technical and architectural work. Decor.Acoustic integrates smoothly with a wide variety of 
boiseries, components and add-ons of the Decor portfolio, so as to enable the realisation of 
complete indoor environments both from an aesthetic and acoustic point of view.

Sound originates from vibrations and propagates in the form of acoustic waves. During their 
path, the acoustic waves are subjected to rebounds, absorptions and other phenomena 
caused by the physical environment. Controlling and favouring optimal sound propagation by 
intervening in the environment crossed by the acoustic waves will result in enhanced sound 
experiences, in better speech intelligibility and, ultimately, in an improved quality of life.

A large number of restaurants are so noisy that we have difficulty in talking to our friends around 
the table. Similarly many rooms fail to provide a good acoustic environment that enables us to 
sleep soundly. These are just two simple but vivid examples of the negative impact of a poor 
acoustic comfort. The objective is to design environments that please not only our eyes, but 
also our ears for an overall major positive impact on our wellbeing.

Each space has its own unique natural resonance linked to its own specific geometric param-
eters. Engineering optimal acoustic comfort inside an environment translates into properly 
simulating and managing its natural response to the sound frequencies that will come along 
with its intended use. This explains why bespoke engineering work is needed for each environ-
ment if excellent results are to be achieved.

The two principle acoustic treatments are absorption and diffusion. The former consists in a 
reduction of the energy carried by the sound waves upon their collision with objects that react to 
the impact and turn such energy into other energy forms, such as kinetic and thermal, while the 
latter controls the reflection phenomena and eliminates stationary waves and fluctuating echo ef-
fects, thus opening the acoustic scene and offering a pleasant sense of three-dimensional audio.
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